**Moinai Island**

Moinai Island is a nature experience in every season. Spring brings around one million tulip and other spring flowers. Hundreds of rhododendrons and fragrant roses welcome the summer and over twelve thousand colorful dahlia make autumn unforgettable. In the cold season, the flower island transforms into a magical conservatory.

**Prices to Moinai Island:**
- Adults from Überlingen / Nußdorf single ticket: € 9.75
- Adults from Überlingen / Nußdorf return ticket: € 16.50

**Combi Moinai Island (trip and entrance fee):**
- Adults from Überlingen / Nußdorf: Mo-We / Th-Su: € 41.50 / € 43.50
- Family from Überlingen / Nußdorf: € 80.00 / € 92.00
- Group** of 10 people or more: € 30.00 / € 36.00
- Students aged 13 + from Überlingen: € 27.50 / € 30.00

**Discounts:**
- Group** of 10 people or more: 10%
- Children aged 6-15 years: (younger 6 years are free) 50%

**Valid for parents and their children aged 12 or younger.**

* This price has included all discounts.

---

**SUNNY BREAKFAST**

Enjoy a breakfast on board our flagship with everything your heart desires: we will take you on the MS Bodensee with a selection of crispy breaded rolls, spreads, cheese, cereals, yoghurt, fruit and of course hot coffee.

The breakfast takes place every Sunday morning during the Season.

Departure: Überlingen 09:45 - 11:00

---

**Half hour cruises from Friedrichshafen**

Our wooden starboard ship Scheescheidt sails between Easter- and the seal of September. The cruises begin in Friedrichshafen and takes you past the picturesque castle church before the ship sails an arc back to the Zeppelin-Museum.

The cruise takes 30 minutes. Keep the notice board at the pier for detailed information.

If the weather is good, cruise take place on Saturdays, Sundays and bank holidays. During the school holiday cruises take place daily.

---

**SUNDAY & SUNDAY**

**Antipasti on Lake Constance**

We welcome you on board of the MS Bodensee with a selection of crispy breaded rolls, spreads, cheese, cereals, yoghurt, fruit and of course hot coffee.

The breakfast takes place every Sunday morning during the Season.

Departure: Überlingen 09:45 - 11:00

---

**MONDAY - SUNDAY**

**Grand Panoramic Tour**

You will enjoy a 2.5 hour tour focusing on the German side of Lake Constance. Highlights will include the famous baroque monastery church Birnau, the still houses at Unteruhldingen, Meersburg with its medieval castle, Constance with its historic Konrad and the Moinai Island with its baroque château (without stop). The still houses are replicas of Stone and Bronze Age settlements on the lake shores. The cruise takes place according to our data information at pier 2c in Überlingen.

**Season:** from 09:00 to 19:00.

**Overlingen:** 11:00 - 12:30 and 13:30 - 15:00

**Nußdorf:** 11:45 - 13:45 and 14:45 - 16:45

**Mainau Island:** 11:45 - 13:45

**On board:** no drinks and food are allowed which were brought.

Reduction on the guest card € 0.50 for single, return and combination tickets and € 1, - for round trips and Day tours. The combination of various trips are only possible with advance notice. The fare will be due immediately upon departure. We reserve the right to cancel the cruise for bookings of less than 10 people. We reserve the right to take changes, rides can be canceled. The fare includes all services according to the terms of carriage apply.

Contact: CMS Schifffahrt

Info telephone: +49 7551 916904

www.cms-schifffahrt.de